
11/20/17 – GeM Steering Committee Meeting Minutes 

 

1. Working Groups 

a) David Miller: I have been facilitating the conversation in each WG, but there 

would be value to allowing others to set the agenda. If the SC wants to have a 

chairperson elected for the working groups that would be fine with me. I will 

direct if necessary. 

i. Dave Viskochil: I think it’s a great idea. 

ii. David Miller: Is anyone opposed to the idea? If the SC takes a vote and 

says there should be a chairperson other than me, then we can make it 

a requirement that someone is the chairperson. We can still do the 

coordinating but someone else can make the agenda. 

1. Everyone in agreement 

2. David Miller: Goal for each working group – elect a chairperson 

to lead meeting/make agenda (at next WG meeting) 

b) Oncology & Pathology recent meeting 

i. David Miller: We discussed the clinical registry at Wash U. They have 

updated their survey. 

1. Angie Hirbe: I had made surgical modifications before, and then 

there was some pathology tweaking. We modified the 

questionnaire based on the comments we received. 

2. David Miller: We can have a deadline for feedback on MPNST 

Registry as the end of next week. 

3. ACTION: NFRI will send to everyone and remind next week 

(twice) and deadline will be Friday, Dec. 1st. 

c) Genomics & Informatics recent meeting 

i. David Miller: We proposed to have a joint meeting of the Oncology & 

Pathology and Genomics & Informatics WG for the next meeting (11/29 

at 12pm). 

d) Data Use & Publications recent meeting 

i. David Miller: On this call, there seemed to be agreement on a 12 month 

embargo period as opposed to 6 months. Institutions can also waive the 

embargo period. We thought 12 months was realistic in terms of doing 

an analysis and getting a publication out. 

ii. David Miller: They talked about having a scientific review committee 

which would consist of Data Use and Publications WG members. There 

would be a process for people to submit a project idea and the scientific 

review committee would approve it. I think the SC should approve of this 

first. 



1. David Miller: Can we vote on having a scientific review 

committee? 

a) Adrienne Flanagan: Is the scientific review committee 

made of people in this consortium? 

1. David Miller: I anticipated this would be people 

in the consortium. For the Data Use & 

Publications WG. Most of the people in this 

group are clinicians. Not as many have 

genomics and bioinformatics experience. We 

may need ad hoc members of the review 

committee based on the expertise. I am certain 

we can draw from the consortium for that. 

1. Adrienne Flanagan: That sounds fine to 

me. 

1. APPROVED BY STEERING 

COMMITTEE 

2. What would we consider as the important questions we want to answer about MPNST? 

a) David Miller: Questions will require different types of analysis. We wouldn’t need 

to analyze 100 tumors to answer these questions. We can have different subsets. 

b) David Miller: In terms of publications, with so many people being involved, how 

would we present the opportunity for different people to take the lead in terms 

of authorship credit. I think it would be nice to have publications to address 

different issues where it can be a group of authors that primarily works on 

analysis and a different approach – can be on behalf of the consortium 

c) David Miller: What is the mechanism for trying to get some groups like this 

together? We can work as the coordinating center to post these things on our 

private access website. We can send out polls to see who is interested in what 

area. 

d) Angie Hirbe: These tumors are so heterogeneous so I don’t know how many 

samples we want from each tumor. It is important to collect as much data and 

tumor as we can. I am not sure how much money we have for this. 

i. David Miller: We haven’t decided exactly which sequencing approach 

we want to take (and it may differ depending on sample type and the 

question being asked). The budget is over a million dollars for wet lab 

costs. On top of this, there is other money to pay for informatics, 

pathology review, etc. The money is coming in installments. We have 

budgeted almost 2.5 million for the GeM Consortium.  

ii. David Miller: If we can find samples that have multiple samples from the 

same individuals but from different timepoints, or from when the 

lesions were in different stages of progression, which would be great.  

e) Adrienne Flanagan: On the logistics issue, would you be happy if we just sent you 

the DNA or would you need actual material?  



i. David Miller: The pathology review was proposing to look at different 

immunohistochemical markers on the FFPE. Part of that pathology 

review is H&E sections. Maybe I should have Alyaa to get in touch with 

you because I think there is some flexibility for this. 

ii. Angie Hirbe: We talked about modifying the Pathology SOP to allow 

people to send their own DNA and RNA. Sending an unstained H&E slide 

to the central location would make sense. 

iii. David Miller: We would want people to either send minimal amount of 

tissue needed or the equivalent nucleic acids. 

iv. David Miller: Depending on the samples that are banked at your 

institution or depending on your institution’s banking policies, there 

may be a limit on the amount that can be released. Therefore some of 

the samples can only have a subset of analyses performed. 

f) David Miller: Xia, Dr. Bui from your group was talking about the anatomic 

location of the primary tumor and if there’s a molecular pattern. For example, we 

would need certain samples that would be good for this. 

g) David Miller: What would be the best way for the consortium to propose 

questions to address? Should we make this a to-do item for people to come up 

with proposals and submit them to the scientific review committee? 

1. Adrienne Flanagan: Maybe we can have both 

h) Adrienne Flanagan: One question that I have – It’s not always easy to make a definitive 

diagnosis of an MPNST. What are the criteria that we are going to use to determine if a 

patient has an MPSNT? Is it going to be a methylation profile or? 

i. David Miller: That’s a better question for the pathologists to answer. 

ii. Adrienne Flanagan: Pathologists may have strong views and they are not 

always backed up by the molecular profiling. The pathologists should work with 

the genomics people for cases that are difficult to determine as MPNST. 

1. David Miller: So you are saying - can we characterize tumors more 

accurately with a molecular profile than with histology? This is one of 

the goals of the consortium efforts. 

2. Adrienne Flanagan: If one can identify if there are certain genomic 

signatures that can help categorize. Also, when did these mutations 

arise/when did they occur? The timing of the mutations is becoming 

an interesting question. 

3. David Miller: Another one that I would be very interested in which 

would require collecting a subset of patients – people who have a very 

large tumor burden – whether the molecular subtypes of MPNST 

contribute to their large tumor burden. 

4. Xia Wang: I think we might be able to do some kind of immunological 

array – to pick 6 immunological markers and do it on the FFPE stain. 

We are planning to do this at Moffitt. 

a) David Miller: We are planning to do this for Central Pathology 

Review here. This would be paid for by the consortium. 



b) Daniel Lindsay: There may be subgroups that may be 

treatable with checkpoint inhibitors. They need to be 

validated in the histology and the immune profiling. 

c) Xia Wang: Some of these tumors may not have a fresh frozen  

- would you accept if there is only FFPE available? Would you 

accept if there is only atypical tumor available without 

MPNST?  

1. David Miller: The decision should not only be up to 

me. This is one of the questions we want to solidify 

in one of the working groups. I would argue that yes 

we should accept those because they are biologically 

informative.  

d) David Miller: We can send an email to people in the 

consortium with a list of questions and people can modify it 

over the week. 

3. David Miller: We wanted to discuss the idea that we are going to have an in-person meeting in 

Boston in April. We need people’s RSVP’s by Dec. 15.  

a) What are our meeting goals? What do we want accomplished by the time of the 

meeting? 

i. Angie Hirbe: I think the first thing is having all IRB approvals and contracts in 

place so we have something to go over as a group. What is our goal for starting 

to send samples? 

ii. David Miller: Our IRB protocol was written up as a central IRB but we have 

revised it to base it off everyone else’s IRB’s. We are looking at January to have 

our IRB protocol and MTA contracts in place.  

iii. Angie Hirbe: We should be talking about what samples everyone has and what 

questions we can answer with the samples we have. 

iv. David Miller: These questions are different buckets and we will be able to fill up 

these buckets according to the number of samples. 

v. Dave Viskochil: Is the MPA the same as the MTA? 

1. Katherine Piculell: It was not included in the MPA sent around. We are 

writing an MTA that will be out to you in January. 

4. MPA 

a) Katherine Piculell: We got a lot of great feedback from the SC.  

i. We decided to do the MTA as a separate document from the MPA. 

ii. In the interest of following the GENIE model, we took out a lot of data use 

language because it’s included in the DUA. 

5. Dave Viskochil: Should there be an imaging working group? 

a) David Miller: That certainly would be a good idea. The other way of looking at it is that 

we have a group called the Oncology & Pathology WG that intends to capture clinical 

elements. We should review to see if we have appropriate expertise in imaging within the 

group. How do we best determine if we have the existing expertise within that group or 

should we recruit people? 

i. Angie Hirbe: I think it would be beneficial. I feel like Brigitte and Jaishri have 

had a lot of interactions with their various MRI research protocols. 

ii. Justin Jordan: The REiNS Group already has an imaging group. 



1. David Miller: Do they have chairs we can contact to see if they want to 

participate.  

a) Justin Jordan: Shavani Ahlawat is the person who runs the 

REiNES MRI group 

b) Adrienne Flanagan: What about digital pathology? This can be 

powerful in correlating with the genomics.  

c) David Miller: We will talk about this with our core pathology 

group here this afternoon.  
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